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1 Topic of the dissertation
By taking any road section and inspecting the traffic composition we will see that the passing
traffic is not homogeneous, the traffic flow consists of different motor vehicle categories. This
phenomenon is handled in various Hungarian and international design standards and
regulations by applying passenger car unit values. The purpose of this conversion is to ensure
that traffic is scaled in specific planning areas (regions, countries) with unit vehicles
interpreted in the same standardized manner.
The PCU (passenger car unit) shows how many passenger cars the movement of a vehicle in
traffic is equivalent to. In other words they facilitate the conversion of various vehicle types to
„passenger car units”, so heterogeneous composition traffic flows can be handled as
homogeneous when calculating the capacity of junctions or determining the volume of traffic
tolerable on a running track section. This goes to show that PCUs play a role of utmost
importance. They can be used to determine the most advantageous structure of a planned
junction or for planning interventions on an existing junction required for changes in traffic
volumes. Therefore, the use of PCUs calculated inaccurately or determined without observing
the actual, present-day traffic volumes produce faulty figures, which at best result in the
wasting of public funds and construction of an over-sized junction, but worse than that they
can create a long-lasting major traffic obstacle with geometry not corresponding to the traffic
and a completely impractical junction that can be reconstructed only at high costs.
Having a look at either PCU used in present-day Hungarian regulation we will see that it has
been used in unchanged form for several decades, based on traffic composition and vehicle
specs representing the time of their creation. Taking into consideration innovations in the
motor vehicle industry merely in the past couple of years or 1-2 decades it is easy to see that
the trucks used in the 1970s caused a much greater obstacle to traffic in the traffic flow of that
age than the present-day modern trucks having high output engines that hinder the movement
of passenger cars only for the lower maximum speed limits their drivers have to obey.
This is why I decided on this issue – having great significance both in everyday planning
practice and for operators/customers – to be the topic of my dissertation. Based on my
research I will attempt to make proposals for the use of new PCUs in a popular field.
I aimed at revealing potentialities for development and correction in current regulations in
diverse fields having importance from the point of view of everyday planning practice.
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2 A brief introduction to the dissertation
I selected topics from various fields of planning practice for the inspections carried out.
Firstly, I inspected items where traffic can be regarded as constant, contained in Chapter 4 of
the dissertation.
As part of that in Chapter 4.1 I performed tests on flat highway sections in the outskirts. My
study method was to measure the gap times of different category vehicles by taking
photographic images of the traffic. PCUs proposed for flat highway sections were determined
by correlating the average gap times of different truck models with the average gap times of
passenger cars. I used these traffic photos to examine four more or less flat expressways in
Hungary having heavy traffic. On the photos I measured the gap times of vehicles having
passed, broken down by vehicle categories. Passenger car unit values were determined from
the gap times of different truck categories, using Formula 1.), on the basis of the gap times of
passenger cars.
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where:
ei = passenger car unit value of the ith vehicle category;
Tk,tgk,i,j = ith vehicle category jth vehicle pair, time of the pursuing truck’s front
passing the measuring point;
Te,tgk,i,j = ith vehicle category jth vehicle pair, time of the pursued truck’s front
passing the measuring point;
Ntgk,i = ith vehicle category truck, number of vehicle pairs;
Tk,szgk,j = jth vehicle pair, time of the pursuing passenger car’s front passing the
measuring point;
Te,szgk,j = jth vehicle pair, time of the pursued passenger car’s front passing the
measuring point;
Nszgk = passenger cars, number of vehicles pairs.
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Results for vehicles moving in a row are shown in Figure 1 and Chart 1.
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1. figure: Results for vehicles moving in a row

Vehicle category
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current regulation
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1.0

1.0

HGVs

1.8

2.5

1. chart: Calculated PCU values compared to standard values

The PCU I determined decreased from a value of 2.5 to 1.8 – a decrease of 28% - appearing
for example as a surplus in traffic volumes allowed on running track sections. In practice this
has the benefit of delaying the need for interventions on expressway sections caused by the
depletion of capacities.
In Chapter 4.2 I examined, using the method applied in Chapter 4.1, expressway sections
with heavy traffic and having substantial drop length among domestic conditions, and I
determined the new passenger car unit values for two different drop lengths. In this case too I
used the gap time of vehicles having passed to determine passenger car unit values. The
significance of the PCUs calculated is made even more important by that Hungarian
regulations contain particularly high values. Results for the overall measurement are shown in
Figure 2. The values I propose and standard values are compared in Chart 2.
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2. figure: Results for vehicles moving in a row

Examined section
~3.0%, ~900m

4.5%, ~2000m

Vehicle type

Own results

Hungarian regulation

Passenger cars

1.0

1.0

HGVs

1.8

4.0

Passenger cars

1.0

1.0

HGVs

1.8

22.0

2. chart: Calculated PCU values compared to standard values

Looking at the current standard values one can see that the standard does not take into
consideration traffic composition, and it requires the application of 2.5 CPU value for a
relatively short length, 400-meter 4% upward/downward slope. In contrary to the above the
results of my studies show that in the case of mixed traffic composition this value can be
applied on a significantly longer section, and it may be somewhat further decreased, if the
exact composition of the traffic is known. The length of the reference section was
approximately 900 m and 2000 m, respectively, and in the light of that the capacity backup is
55-96%, which has even greater importance in comparison to Thesis I for the scheduling of
interventions in time.
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In Chapter 4.3 I no longer studied expressway elements, but continual network elements of
key importance, using a micro-simulation program called VISSIM. State-of-the-art microsimulation programs simulate the behavior of vehicles using vehicle gap time models and are
capable of making actual driver’s decisions depending on the given traffic situation. In the
function of the speed of the pursued vehicle and the gap time the program individually
inspects and calculates the deceleration, acceleration, stopping and lane change of vehicles,
which make independent decisions in the function of the traffic situation. The program is
capable of simulating actual traffic situations using driver’s decisions mentioned above and
different vehicle types and categories having a variety of specifications, and determine
different test parameters based on those.
I used the VISSIM program to try and find out whether there exists any optimum length for
overtaking sections with different traffic density and traffic composition, and whether one
longer or two shorter overtaking sections work better. An economical way of increasing the
capacity of the existing main road network is to develop the overtaking sections, because their
application makes it sufficient to expand the existing 2x1-lane cross-section main road
network to 2x2-lanes only on certain areas. This way we can make it possible for passenger
cars traveling at higher allowed speeds to overtake slower trucks. In this study I am aiming to
find the optimal length of the overtaking section, also making possible the streamlining of
ever-growing investment costs and expanding the current road network in a cost-efficient
manner. I carried out the analyses using the micro-simulation program with a variety of traffic
densities and truck rates. Finally, I reached my conclusions from changes in the arrival times
of vehicles. An example for my results can be found 3. figure:
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Average arrival times depending on the length of the

Traffic flow [v/h]

Average arrival time [s]

overtaking section with 10% truck rate

Length of overtaking section [m]
3. figure: Example for graphs compiled using the simulation results

In my opinion, the greatest achievement of my research is - since Hungarian regulations give
neither the Investor nor the Designer any strongholds about the optimal length of overtaking
sections - that there is no recommendation dependant on traffic flow for selecting the proper
length of overtaking sections. This is why I think my results are important, because instead of
the construction of expressways it offers an alternative solution of overtaking sections
efficiently improving the capacity of main roads. Although the results of the study did not
produce any passenger car unit values, but in a way related to those I made recommendations
in a field affecting the capacity of public roads.
In Chapter 5 – using the VISSIM micro-simulation program – I inspected the impact areas of
different types of entries and exits on expressways. In addition I will be making a proposal for
the type of entry or exit to be applied for different traffic density levels. My analyses were
carried out for 8 exit- and 7 entry-type cases, each with 2 types of merging and diverging lane
lengths. I surveyed each simulation model for several truck rates as well as different entering
and exiting traffic flows. In this manner I tried to find an answer to the question whether – in
the case of identical traffic flow – there is significant difference in the vehicle density of the
impact area in the merging and diverging lanes, and I also surveyed what optimal geometry is
expedient to apply in the function of the traffic flow and traffic distribution. Figure 4 contains
an example for graphs generated from simulation runs.
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4. figure: Sample of graphs generated from simulation results

The significance of my research is that Hungarian regulations do not touch upon the
importance of impact areas developing in the vicinity of different types of merging and
diverging lanes, and do not categorize merging and diverging lanes according to their service
level. By introducing the notion of the service levels the potentiality of scheduling is made
possible at junctions, one of the most expensive elements of expressways.
Although the results of the study did not produce any passenger car unit values, but in a way
related to those I made recommendations in a field affecting the capacity of public roads.
In Chapter 6 of the dissertation I used the VISSIM micro-simulation program to inspect
elements influencing continuous traffic flow. Using the program I determined the vehicle
count for different traffic flows and traffic composition, and using these I am making a
recommendation for the introduction of new passenger car unit values in accordance with the
following formula:
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ei = passenger car unit value of the ith truck category;
Ntgk = number of ith vehicle category trucks having passed;
Nszgk = number of passenger cars having passed.

The passenger car unit values I have determined should be used in the course of calculating
the capacity of junctions. Using the micro-simulation program in Chapter 6.3 I analyzed
merging lanes with road signs, in Chapter 6.4 intersections with road signs, in Chapter 6.5
conventional roundabouts, and in Chapter 6.6 signalized intersections. I used the microsimulation program to analyze the number of vehicles passing the four types of urban
intersections under a variety of traffic flows and traffic compositions, and I used the results
for determining passenger car unit values to be employed for calculating the capacity of
junctions. My study concentrated on the intersection types that are most common in
Hungarian settlements: simulations were carried out on merging lane and intersection having
merely road signs, signalized intersection and conventional roundabout. Chart 3 contains the
PCU values I recommend and Chart 4 shows the outcome of simulations for signalized
intersections in comparison to values contained in present-day Hungarian regulation. A
similar figure was prepared for the other intersection types analyzed, contained in Chapter
6.3.6, 6.4.6, 6.5.6 and 6.6.6 of the dissertation.
VALUES PROPOSED FOR USE:
Vehicle categories
Junction type

Heavy
truck

S emi
trailer

Truck
combo

Mixed
vehicle
composition

Junction,
intersection having
road sign only

1,50

1,70

2,00

1,50

S ignalized
intersection

1,50

1,80

2,10

1,50

Roundabout

2,20

2,60

2,90

2,30

3. chart: Passenger car unit values proposed for urban junctions
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SIGNALIZED INTERSECTION
CALCULATED VALUES :

S TANDARD VALUES :
Vehicle categories

Traffic
flow

Heavy trucks

S emi-trailer

Vehicle categories

Truck combo

Mixed vehicle
composition

250

1,00

1,00

1,00

1,00

300

1,00

1,03

1,00

1,00

350

1,00

1,00

1,01

1,00

650

1,26

1,54

1,78

1,30

700

1,36

1,66

1,90

1,41

750

1,44

1,75

2,01

1,49

Light
Heavy
weight
weight
Truck
vehicles
vehicles combinations
(up to 2,5t) (from 2,5t)
1,00

2,00

3,00

4. chart: Comparison of standards and simulated values on urban signalized intersections

In my opinion the significance of these findings is that savings measured in PCU values
appear in every case as extra capacity for intersections, therefore it becomes unnecessary to
build new junctions having excessive dimensions, and also I would recommend a more
detailed breakdown of vehicle categories, so it becomes easier to align the capacity
calculations of junctions on traffic conditions typical to each junction.

3 New scientific results, theses
On the grounds of my studies, measurements and simulation tests I defined new
passenger car unit values for typical elements of the road network to facilitate a more
efficient and economical description of public road traffic in design, scaling and
operating processes.

THESIS 1.a:
In my opinion the PCU applicable for the flat or nearly flat running track sections of
expressways should be determined on the basis of the gap time of vehicles moving in a
row, in proportion to average gap time figures.
On the basis of my studies I recommend use of the following PCUs for the flat or nearly
flat sections of expressways:
-

passenger cars: 1.0;

-

vans: 1.1;

-

truck combinations and semi-trailers: 1.8;
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HGVs: 1.8.

Method presented in the Thesis has been published in writing [8].

THESIS 1.b:
I recommend determination of the PCU value for the elevating sections of expressways
also on the basis of the gap time of vehicles moving in a row, using the method specified
in Thesis 1.a.
Based on my studies I recommend use of the following PCU values for 4.5% slopes of
approximately 2 km long sections of expressways:
-

passenger cars: 1.0;

-

vans: 1.0;

-

medium-size trucks: 1.9;

-

large-size trucks: 1.5;

-

truck combinations and semi-trailers: 1.8;

-

HGVs: 1.8.

I recommend use of the following PCU values for ~3% upward slopes of highways
having a length of ~900 meters:
-

passenger cars: 1.0;

-

vans: 1.0;

-

medium-size trucks: 1.9;

-

large-size trucks: 1.4;

-

truck combinations and semi-trailers: 1.8;

-

HGVs: 1.8.

Method presented in the Thesis has been published in writing [8].

THESIS 2.:
The following statements are made, on the basis of analyses relying on arrival times,
carried out with the micro-simulation program, for overtaking sections on main roads in
the outskirts:
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on a 10 km section it is more expedient to apply one longer overtaking section
instead of two shorter ones;

-

if we have one overtaking section the arrival time can be gradually reduced by
extending the section, but such decrease stops between a length of 1200-1400 m,
and the rate of decrease slows beyond that. According to my calculations the
optimal length of the overtaking section is 1400 m;

-

if we built two overtaking sections at a distance of 5 km, their optimal length is
1200 m, because from that length the decrease of the arrival time starts to slow.

The method used for the Thesis and the results have been published in writing [4].

THESIS 3.:
By making traffic density tests using the micro-simulation programme for the allowed
and tolerable traffic volumes (at capacity threshold values) I came to the conclusion that
values contained in present-day technical specifications for various expressway
junctions should be revised. In detail:
-

the impact area of the disturbed traffic situation arising due to exiting or
entering in the vicinity of the entry and exit may be two to four times larger than
the impact area in the design practices of the US;

-

the impact of exits on traffic density can be demonstrated on a length of 1.5-2.4
km;

-

in the case of entries the length of the impact area varies between 500-800 m;

-

the „two-lane exit with longer lane change section” type (K3) exit improves the
service level, in the case of both 500m and 760m length lane change sections and
identical traffic flow, by one grade in comparison to the one-lane exit with simple
deceleration lane (K1) and one-lane exit with deceleration lane (K2) type exits;

-

the „two-lane exit with one lane exit” type (K4) exit ensures the same
service level as the „two-lane exit with longer lane change section” type (K3)
exit in the case of ~30% higher traffic flow;

-

under identical traffic flow the „line connection” (B3) type entry causes an
approximately 20% drop in vehicle density in comparison to „one-lane entry
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with simple merging lane” (B1) and „entry narrowed to one lane with simple
merging lane” (B2) type.
The Thesis has been published in writing [6].

THESIS 4.:
For the capacity calculations of junctions of urban road sections the PCU value can be
reached with analyses based on the number of vehicles having passed, performed with
the micro-simulation program, pro-rated to the number of vehicles having passed:
Based on the analyses I reached the following PCU values, proposed for use in the
course of capacity calculation procedures:
-

in the case of entry and crossing: heavy trucks 1.5, semi-trailer 1.7, truck
combination 2.0, mixed composition 1.5;

-

for roundabouts: heavy trucks 2.2, semi-trailer 2.6, truck combination 2.9, mixed
composition 2.3;

-

signalized intersection: heavy trucks 1.5, semi-trailer 1.8, truck combination 2.1,
mixed composition 1.5.

The Thesis has been published in writing [7].

4 Proposal for further research
In the course of my studies I envisaged several focus points for further research, as
summarized in the list below:
-

on highways located on flat or nearly flat sections:
o the accuracy of the results has to be improved by involving additional
reference sections;
o

the gap time having major influence on the results has to be made more
accurate with further tests.

-

On ascending/descending highway sections in the outskirts:
o the use potential and accuracy of the results has to be enhanced by increasing
the number of testing sites;
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o as opposed to the two ascending/descending slope rates inspected, tests sites
have to be searched for with 1% intervals, so we can get better insight on the
impact of the slope on PCUs.
-

Main road in the outskirts, overtaking sections:
o on various elements of the public road network it should be possible to analyze
the impacts of overtaking sections for average speed measurable under realistic
conditions;
o the accuracy of the results has to be improved with the simulation testing of
even more traffic flow values and truck rates with more steps;
o the analysis of the impact area of the overtaking section may also have great
significance for determining the exact length of the overtaking section,
requiring further tests.

-

In highway junctions:
o the accuracy of the results has to be improved with the simulation testing of
even more traffic flow values and truck rates with more steps;
o entry and exit traffic flow volume steps also have to be refined;
o it is advisable to analyze sections containing several consecutive exits and
entries as well as merging sections.

-

In urban junctions:
o simulations have to be expanded with more typical junction types;
o simulations have to be performed in a higher number of combinations in
respect of the number of the number and configuration of vehicle classifiers;
o in various junctions, the positive impact on the traffic flow of extra lanes
facilitating entry should be presented in figures.
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